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In storyboarding, less is more. A few lines should be more than enough
to communicate the essential elements of composition and action. 

Short captions help the viewer navigate and understand the direction.

This particular art style is excellent for fast-phased brainstorming
sessions, where fruitful ideas come and go faster than we can even

write them down. Moreover, its simplicity in regards to technique
and execution encourages other developers to grab a pen

and contribute through visual means. 

#final_thoughts



Colour Script Examples





The same story could be told
through the following colour 
scripts, depending on the mood
and the atmosphere that we 
want to communicate.



Experience in
Storyboarding

PROFESSIONAL

Storyboarding for TV advertisments - 
Village Cinemas
Athens, 2017
Senior storyboard artist of the “Village Kids” commercials, aired 
in all major Greek TV channels.

PROFESSIONAL

Storyboarding for performance - Athens 
Concert Hall
Athens, 2017
Storyboard artist for the major performance of the Greek 
Contemporary Dance Company, dedicated to the works of the 
ancient dramatist Sophocles.

PROFESSIONAL

Storyboarding for five theatrical plays - 
Parathlasi Theatre
Thessaloniki, 2015-2017
Storyboard artist for various theatrical plays, of different genres 
(Ancient Greek & Shakespeare) and directors. 

EDUCATION

Storyboard Workshop - Kris Pearn
London, 2013
Extended storyboard workshop on the core philosophy and 
practise of storyboarding, delivered by Kris Pearn (director of 
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2).

EDUCATION

MA in Visual Communication - Uclan
UK & Thessaloniki, 2016-2017
I created extensive storyboard material to communicate
both my train of thought, and the user journeys of 
my mobile application design. 

EDUCATION

BA (Hons) in Game Design - Uclan
UK & Thessaloniki, 2012-2015
Most of my modules demanded a fair amount of 
storyboards in regards to story experimentation
and narrative design methodology, specifically
focused on the process of game development.
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End of Presentation.


